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mod. c. 1. SPS VC A7 11/16 In. b. SPS VC A9. 15/16 In. 2. SPS VC A8 v. 1 7/8 In. d. SPS VOICE AGC A5/A7 11/16 In. e. SPS VOICE CODEC A5/A7 11/16 In. f. SPS VOICE AMC : // The City also has 723 telephone lines to connect to the PSTN. These lines are considered part of the total 50,532 copper loops to service the Project Area. (Source: City of Oakland, “Cost of Service Allocations for the Initial Year,” FY 1984, June 30, 1984). A number of
telephone towers were also built along the major streets in the Project Area. These towers were rented or sold to the telephone company for service. When the telecommunications company began to repair the loop line, they usually found that there was no power to a particular area. Thus, they would be unable to reconnect the wire and power to that area. They would also notice that the line was properly marked with a symbol indicating a newly installed line. After
inspecting the installation of the new line, the telecommunications company would usually order the relaying or painting of the line to achieve proper signaling. This was done to correct the problem, as well as to comply with various provisions of the Bell Telephone Company. Other factors in the area were the urn and relocation of people and animals, as well as the renÂ£lng of businesses in the area. SPC. 163 of 3841 d\. SPS VOICE AMC A4 11/16 In. e\. SPS
VOICE AMC : // 1 Â· STC A9 11/16 In. 2. STC VOICE AGC A5 1 19/16 In. P. STC VOICE CODEC A5/A9 1 15/16 In. 3. STC VC PKA A5 15/16 In. i\. STC VC A7 11/16 In. 4. STC VC A8 11/16 In. 1986 CECS Figure 47: Regional Model The Spills, Leaks, Investigation and Cleanup (SLIC) Program was established by the State Water Quality Board (SWQ) in 1973 with the primary objective of eliminating industrial polluters that contaminate all waters of the
State. One source
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